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Abstract

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Active Learning
Methods in Predicting Biochemical Properties

Markus Lucero

Replacing biological experiments that study the binding activity of compounds with
predictive machine learning models is often difficult due to a lack of training data. This
thesis examines the possibility of using Active Learning in addition to Supervised
Learning to create classifiers that accurately predict binding activity while minimizing
the number of experiments needed. Two learners were constructed, one using
Random Forest and the other using a committee consisting of k-Nearest-Neighbors
and Random Forest. Each learner was trained on 10 data sets. An oracle was then
queried using k-batched sampling, selecting k labels to be queried based on
compounds selected by uncertainty sampling, margin sampling, query-by-committee
or expected error reduction. For each of the querying strategies, the ROC-AUC
value was calculated and compared between each method and a random sampling
control. The results show that it is possible to achieve high ROC-AUC values with
the help of Active Learning when predicting compound binding activity. Overall,
uncertainty sampling performed best when compared with random sampling along
with margin sampling. It was also found that increasing the batch size of each query
negatively impacted the learning models. Large batch sizes did however quickly
increase the ROC-AUC values for the tested strategies. In conclusion, Active
Learning can be used to effectively predict compound binding activity, however, the
machine learning models presented in this thesis do not scale well when placed in a
more realistic laboratory context indicating that new methods need to be developed
that scale better in a laboratory environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships (QSAR) is a technology that re-
lates the biological structure of different compounds to their physiological activ-
ity. Today QSAR models can be utilized in research in order to predict and draw
conclusions about what effect a compound has based on its structure, without
the need of conducting experiments [1].

QSAR modeling can be divided into four principal phases (see fig. 1.1.
The first phase is the data acquisition stage where the physiological activity of
compounds is obtained through biological laboratory experiments. The second
phase involves the construction of molecular descriptors for the compounds ob-
tained in the first phase. Molecular descriptors allow molecular structures to be
transformed into a format that is more mathematical, facilitating its usage as
input for machine learning algorithms.

The third phase creates the actual QSAR model by correlating the molecular
descriptors of phase two with their associated activity that was established in
the first phase. This is done with the help of machine learning. The fourth and
final phase validates the QSAR model, assessing its capabilities of predicting
activity from compound structure [1].
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Figure 1.1: Four principal steps (phases) of QSAR: Data acquisition, creation
of molecular descriptors, correlating the activity from the data acquisition to
the molecular descriptors and ML model evaluation.

One problem associated with the first QSAR stage data is that biological
laboratory experiments can be expensive, lengthy and at times hazardous [2].
This often leads to problems by limiting researchers from conducting large-scale
experiments. Even though new modern laboratory techniques are continuously
being developed to reduce cost, danger, and time, they could potentially be
reduced even further if much of the laboratory work could be automated using
machine learning.

Many machine learning models are however reliant on access to large labeled
data sets to be trained properly [3]. This can be a problem in a laboratory
setting, especially when examining the binding activity of compounds since
there are often only a handful, and at times not any known ligands (binding
compound) for a target to train on. This type of problem is fitting for a branch
of machine learning called Active Learning (AL)[4]. Active learning combines
traditional machine learning classification with expert human (oracle) input
to maximize performance when labeled data is sparse. In the context of this
thesis, asking the oracle for help would be the equivalent to an expert conducting
laboratory experiments to label a compound as binding or non-binding.

This thesis aims to contribute the following:

• Insight into the effectiveness of AL in reducing the number of biological
experiments needed to obtain an accurate classifier.

• A comparison of different AL querying strategies to determine their effec-
tiveness in classifying ligand binding.

• An apprehension of the number of compounds that need to be added to
each biological experiment.
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Chapter 2

Background

Machine Learning (ML) [5] is an algorithmic methodology that was elegantly
described by Tom M. Mitchell as Ä computer program is said to learn from
experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P if
its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E”[6].
This section covers the theory needed to understand the applied ML methods
and their relationship with classifying the binding activity between biological
compounds. This chapter starts by introducing supervised learning and the AL
methods used by the machine learning model, followed by the metrics used to
evaluate the result.

2.1 Supervised Learning

Supervised learning denotes a machine learning process that uses labeled sets
of data to train algorithms to predict the desired output given a set of variables
as input [7]

Supervised learning algorithms can be classified based on the produced out-
put type. If the output is quantitative and represents an approximate value it
is known as regression. If the output is qualitative and represents a categorical
value, it is known as classification [7]. In the following section, some common
classification methods are presented that could be of interest as classifiers for
the input data provided for this thesis.

2.1.1 k-Nearest-Neighbor

One of the simpler algorithms used in predictions is the non-linear classifier
called k-Nearest-Neighbor method (kNN). kNN is not strictly used for classifi-
cation as it is also be used for regression, but for this thesis it will be considered
a classifier and used as such. The kNN algorithm does what its name implies,
it determines the classifications of some instance N based on the classification
of N ’s k nearest neighbors. Figure 2.1 illustrates this process. The black dot
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represents the instance we are trying to classify. The red and blue dots repre-
sent possible classifications of the black dot. If we let k = 1, then the predicted
classification of N would be red as red is its closest neighbor. In contrast, if
k = 5 then the predicted classification of N would be the majority vote of the
five closest neighbors which would be blue [8].The third phase creates the ac-
tual QSAR model by correlating the chemical descriptors with their associated
activity. This is done with the help of machine learning. The fourth and final
phase validates the QSAR model, assessing its capabilities of predicting activity
from compound structure [1].

2.2 Supervised Learning

Supervised learning denotes a machine learning process that uses labeled sets
of data to train algorithms to predict the desired output given a set of variables
as input [7]

Supervised learning algorithms can be classified based on the produced out-
put type. If the output is quantitative and represents an approximate value it
is known as regression. If the output is qualitative and represents a categorical
value, it is known as classification [7]. In the following section, some common
classification methods are presented that could be of interest as classifiers for
the input data provided for this thesis.

Figure 2.1: kNN classification

kNN takes a single hyperparameter k where k is the number of nearest
neighbors to be included in the prediction. The meaning of ’nearest’ is context
dependant and as such there are lots of different distance metrics that can
be used. Some commonly used metrics however are Euclidean distance and
Manhattan distance.

As seen in figure 2.1, selecting a k value is not a straightforward task. If the
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k value is small the algorithm becomes susceptible to noise while large k values
end up being computationally demanding [7, 9].

2.2.1 Random Forest

The Random Forest (RF) algorithm is a prediction algorithm that can be used
for both regression and classification. Since this thesis is focused on classifica-
tion, only the classification algorithm is considered. RF starts off by taking a
random sample of size N with replacement from a training set N times. This is
also known as a bootstrap sample [7]. A decision tree is then constructed for the
bootstrap sample. This process is repeated many times resulting in a plethora
of decision trees. Out-Of-Bag (OOB) samples are then passed as input to all
decision trees that do not include that particular sample. These OOB samples
act as a test set, providing an estimation of the error rate for our RF algorithm
[10]. Classification is done by passing input data to the RF where it is classified
independently by each decision tree, with its final classification determined by
a decision tree majority vote [7].

2.3 Active Learning

Labeling data is costly and often requires a substantial time and resource in-
vestment. Active Learning (AL) aims to alleviate the dependency on labeled
data by optimally selecting unlabeled training data to label it and maximize
accuracy with as little effort as possible. Even though algorithms may differ,
the core of AL always utilizes two primary components: a query system and an
oracle that acts as an omniscient entity. The oracle can be human or simulated
[11].

Figure 2.2: Active Learning

AL is a cyclic process (see fig. 2.2) that begins by selecting an arbitrary
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amount of labeled data in order to build a training set. The learner is then
trained using this set while continuously selecting unlabeled data that it at-
tempts to label. Successfully labeled data is added to the training set, providing
a self-learning feedback loop [12].

During training, situations may arise where the AL algorithm is uncertain
of what label a data instance should have. This is solved by querying an oracle
for help using a query system. The oracle responds to the query by correctly
labeling the data instance, adding the new labeled data back into the training
set for further training. This process is repeated until the model is considered
accurate enough [11, 13].

2.3.1 Active Learning Scenarios

Active learning is often categorized into three different types: Membership
Query Synthesis, Stream-based Selective Sampling, and Pool-based Sampling,
each being useful in different AL scenarios. This thesis primarily concerns Pool-
based sampling as it is considered one of the more applicable types in practical
scenarios [11].

Membership Query Synthesis

Membership Query Synthesis (MQS) uses the entire input space of unlabeled
data to query an oracle. Because it relies on the input space, the oracle may be
queried by completely new synthesized queries that are not part of the underly-
ing unlabeled data set. MQS runs the risk of synthesizing unintelligible queries,
e.g nonsense symbols for handwritten characters. As a consequence MQS is
considered scenario sensitive compared to the other AL types. [11, 12].

Stream-based Selective Sampling

Stream-based selective sampling obtains a stream of instances from the un-
labeled training data, processing one instance at a time. For each instance,
the model decides whether it should be labeled or query the oracle. Deciding
whether or not to query the oracle depends on the underlying query strategy. An
often used method is to employ a region of uncertainty, querying any instance
that places in the region. [12].

Pool-based Sampling

Pool-based sampling selects a large pool of unlabeled data from the unlabeled
training data. The data selection is often based on some uncertainty metric,
choosing only the most uncertain samples to query the oracle with the least
uncertain instances being added to the training set. Once labeled by the oracle,
the data is inserted back into the training set [12]. Figure 2.3 ilustrates pool-
based sampling.
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Figure 2.3: Pool-based sampling

2.3.2 Pool-based Querying System Strategies

There are multiple ways to determine how to select which unlabeled instance to
query. For this thesis, we consider models of two different kinds: heterogeneity-
based models and performance-based models. Heterogeneity-based models focus
on the most uncertain and diverse unlabeled instances for training, often at the
cost of performance [11]. Common heterogeneity-based models that this sec-
tion covers are uncertainty sampling, query-by-committee, and expected model
change.

Performance-based models on the other hand focus on the performance of a
model after a query is added to the training data [11]. Common performance-
based models that this section covers are expected error and expected variance
reduction.

Uncertainty Sampling

Uncertainty sampling is one of the most frequently used querying strategies.
Here the AL model employs some sort of uncertainty metric, querying only the
least confident instances. There are multiple ways to determine which sample
is the most uncertain as uncertainty is often context dependant. Some of the
more common uncertainty metrics are the following:

Entropy:

E(x) = −
k∑

i=1

pi · log(pi) (2.1)

Least confidence:
LC(x) = 1− P (x̂ | x) (2.2)

Gini-impurity:

G(x) = 1−
k∑

i=1

p2i (2.3)
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where p1...pk is the predicted probability for k classes, x is the instance to be
predicted, and x̂ is the predicted label. For entropy, least confidence, and gini-
impurity, the instance to be queried would be the instance that maximizes either
function [11, 14].

Query-by-Committee

Query-by-committee (QBC) uses a combination of different classifiers (hence
committee) that trains on labeled training data. After assembling a committee,
each committee member is used to classify unlabeled instances of data. The
instances are then based on the disagreement of the classifiers, querying the
instance that the classifiers disagreed the most on [11]. Committee disagreement
can be measured in different ways with three common ones being presented
here. The first method is to measure the probability distribution of the votes
and then choose to label the samples with the largest entropy. This is known
as Vote Entropy (VE):

V E(x) = argxmax−
∑
i

V (yi)

C
log

V (yi)

C
(2.4)

Another method involves measuring the averages of the predicted class proba-
bilities by the committee. The entropy of the probabilities is then calculated
choosing the instance with the highest entropy to be labeled. This is called
Consensus Entropy (CE):

CE(x) =
1

C

C∑
C=1

P (yi) (2.5)

For each of the above methods, C is the number of members of the committee,
V (yi) is the number of votes for the predicted label y and x is the instance to
be predicted. The third and final method of measuring disagreement is Max
Disagreement (MD)[14]. This method just like CE calculates the consensus
probability by averaging the predicted class probabilities. Instead of calculating
entropy, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to quantify the difference be-
tween the consensus probabilities and predicted class probabilities for each com-
mittee member, choosing the instance to label with the highest divergence[14].
Selecting committee members can be done in different ways as there is no es-
tablished standard. For example, one method is to use just one type of classifier
but with different parameters as members of the committee. Another method
is random sampling from a set of different classifiers. The size of the committee
can be arbitrary, as good results have been shown from committees with as few
as two classifiers [12].

Expected Model Change

Expected model change selects and queries unlabeled data that has the greatest
effect on the model. Expected Gradient Length (EGL) is a common method
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often used for this. EGL works by calculating which instances introduce the
greatest change to the model estimation, querying the one that provides the
greatest change. [12].

Expected Error Reduction

Expected Error Reduction is a querying strategy that selects instances from
the remaining unlabeled instances to query an oracle based on how effective
they are at reducing the generalization error. This means that it specifically
selects instances to query that minimize the risk of incorrectly labeling any
future instances. For each iteration the learner must compute the expected
error reduction for every instance, making it a computationally heavy model,
especially for large unlabeled data sets [12].

Expected Variance Reduction

Expected variance reduction aims to solve the slow computation of expected
error reduction by utilizing the addends of the generalization error, more specif-
ically, the variance. Because of this we can conclude that it is not necessary to
reduce the generalization error but the variance instead consequently reducing
the computational demands[12].

2.4 Estimating Performance

There are multiple ways to evaluate the performance of a machine learning
model. This section focuses on evaluation binary classifiers because the data
being evaluated is binary in the sense that it is either binding or non-binidng
[8].

One common method of performance evaluation is 1 - misclassification rate.
This is known as accuracy and often considered a natural way of estimating
the performance as it represents the ratio of correctly classified data. However,
there are caveats with this approach, especially if data is imbalanced making
other methods preferable. To illustrate this, imagine an binary classifier that
attempts to predict the classification of two classes A and B using imbalanced
data where the number of A � B. In this case, the classifier could achieve a
very high accuracy by labeling everything as A and nothing as B, masking what
would be considered a poor classifier [8].

It is common for classifiers to use a decision threshold to determine the
classification of unlabeled data. For example, setting the decision threshold
to 0.5 for the previously mentioned class A would mean that any instance of
unlabeled data with a predicted probability >= 0.5 would belong to class A,
otherwise it would belong to class B. For balanced data a decision threshold
of 0.5 makes sense, however if the data is imbalanced it can be difficult to
determine exactly where the threshold should be. Instead of measuring accuracy
in these cases a receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve and its area under
the curve (AUC) can be used, provided the data is not extremely imbalanced.
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The ROC curve combines two important metrics into one by plotting the true
positive rate (TPR) over the false positive rate (FPR) at every decision threshold
r ∈ [0, 1]. This gives an estimate of how many of the classified data are actually
true positives and not false positives. TPR and FPR is shown in equations 2.6
and 2.7 where TP is the true positives, FN is the false negatives, FP is the false
positives and TN is the true negatives[8].

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(2.6)

FPR =
FP

FP + TN
(2.7)

Once plotted the AUC can be calculated and used to determine the performance
of the model for all decision thresholds. An AUC value of 1 would mean a perfect
model. A AUC value of 0.5 would mean that the model labels data randomly
[8]

2.5 Related Work

There are multiple examples of active learning being used in combination with
biological compounds. One study [15] examined AL in the context of simulat-
ing drug candidates. The study proposed an experimental setting close to that
of real drug screening utilizing what they call Cluster-Based Sørensen- Jaccard
sampling (CBSJ). This technique involved agglomerative clustering of data, fol-
lowed by batched sampling using Support Machine Vectors (SVM) with the
Sørensen and Jaccard coefficients as SVM kernels. They found that CBJS con-
verges to a good model faster than most other techniques and obtains a better
balanced accuracy score than greedy random and uncertainty sampling.

Another study [16] investigated drug screening with G-protein coupled re-
ceptor (GPCR) as target protein. The group used query-by-bagging as their
query strategy. They showed that AL can be used to reduce the number of
screenings needed by up to 80% compared to using random screening while still
achieving an accuracy of 90%. The group also conducted laboratory experi-
ments for 20 of the compounds that the model predicted would bind to GPCR
in order to determine their actual affinity. They found that AL was effective in
predicting these correctly.

AL is not the only machine learning paradigm that has been explored in
QSAR modeling. A closely related method to AL is known as semi-supervised
learning (SSL) has also been explored and compared with supervised modeling
[17]. Just like AL, SSL uses both unlabeled and labeled data to train a model.
The group examined the following SSL algorithms: Yet Another Two Stage
Idea, Co-Training: Fitting the fits, Learning with Local and Global Consistency
and TSVMlight. These methods were compared with the following supervised
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learning methods: decision trees, kNN, Naive Bayes, SVM and Random Forest
on three different QSAR data sets. They found that SSL can be better than
supervised and vice versa. As such, SSL itself is not inherently better than
supervised learning and supervised learning is not inherently better than SSL.
The methods and underlying data sets used end up being of great importance.
Therefore it is important to consider both SSL and supervised learning as viable
methodologies when working with QSAR modeling.

Another study [18] examined a graph-based SSL method, known as Label
Spreading (LS), in its effectiveness of correctly classifying biochemical activities
in molecules from the same data sets used in this thesis. LS was compared to
a Random Forest model and showed that it would, on average, outperform the
RF model when the size of labeled data was small. For larger sizes of labeled
data, the performance differences between the methods were indistinguishable.
It was also shown that the underlying classifiers could benefit by sampling the
labeled data from clusters generated by a k-Means clustering algorithm instead
of random sampling the labels. As with the study mentioned above, it was
concluded that the performance improvements highly depend on the underlying
data and that SSL cannot claim superiority over SL.
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Chapter 3

Method

The following sections detail the implementations of AL using the python library
modAL1. Two querying strategies were tested, uncertainty sampling and query-
by-committee. For each of the pool-based querying strategies a total of 20
queries was done with a batch size b ∈ {10,30,100,300}

3.1 Data Preparation

The underlying data to the model was supplied by the department of pharma-
ceutical biosciences in the form of 10 different data sets. Each data set contains
a balanced number of labeled chemical compounds that are classified based on
their ability to bind to the molecule specified in the data set file name. E.g Beta-
secretase 1.balanced.tsv contains molecules that either bind or do not bind to
Beta-secretase 1.

In order to feed the molecular data into a machine learning model, the
molecules were converted to a special notation called Simplified Molecular In-
put Line Entry Specification (SMILES), a simple notation for molecules that
separate each individual atom by brackets, without considering hydrogen atoms.
The SMILES were then converted into chemical descriptors, more specifically, a
type of circular fingerprint called Morgan fingerprints. The Morgan fingerprint
represents molecules as a vector of bits, where each bit is the hash value for
some atom and its neighboring atoms within some radius r [1].

The python library RDKit 2 was used to provide the aforementioned func-
tionality, creating SMILES and subsequently storing all Morgan fingerprints
with a vector size of 1024 bits and a specified radius of 2 in a vector v. The
Morgan fingerprints and their respective labels were then divided into labeled
L ∈ {50,100,200,500} and unlabeled U = ‖v‖ − L pools of data.

1modAL: A modular active learning framework for Python3; https://modal-
python.readthedocs.io/

2RDKit: Open-source cheminformatics; http://www.rdkit.org
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The ratio of labeled data was selected on the premise of being ’significantly
smaller’ than the amount of unlabeled data. In the context of each labeled
instance representing a possible ligand (something that binds to a molecule)
for some compound, access to 50, 100, 200 and 500 labeled compounds were
considered realistic after discussions with the thesis supervisors. However in
reality the data is most likely not balanced, e.g finding 500 compounds that
do not bind with some ligand is not particularly hard, but balancing those 500
compounds might be.

The data set size and ligands used is illustrated in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Table showing the ligands and the data set sizes for each ligand.

Protein Size

Beta-secretase 1 15002
CB2 receptor 10643
D2 receptor 13092
Coagulation factor X 10571
HERG 10032
CA II 10919
EGFR 11686
SCN9A 11209
JAK2 10173
VEGFR2 15797

3.2 Queries and Batch Size

The number of queries and instances per query is completely context dependant
and as such can vary a lot between active learning models. Given that our
data represents the binding properties of some compound, a query to an oracle
would be equivalent to asking a scientist ’does this compound bind to the target
ligand?’. To determine this, the scientist would need to conduct a laboratory
experiment, often testing multiple compounds (batch) at the same time, which
is an expensive and often slow procedure. Because of this, there is a need to
minimize the number of queries and maximizing the query batch size without
sacrificing accuracy. For these reasons, a representational lab environment was
simulated by selecting an upper limit of 20 queries along with a batch size of
10, 30, 100, and 300 instances for each query.

3.3 Model Evaluation

In order to minimize variance and bias, for each of the methods presented below,
the Morgan fingerprints were randomly sampled 10 times when selecting labeled
and unlabeled data pools. The sampling was done without class balancing. Each
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sample was then trained using the AL model, calculating the average accuracy
and area-under-curve (AUC) for all of the samples. This is also known as 10-fold
random subsampling [19]. One random sampling control was implemented for
each of the specified batch sizes.

3.4 Uncertainty Sampling

k -Batched uncertainty sampling was used where the k ∈ {10,30,100,300} most
uncertain samples were queried. Least confidence was used as the uncertainty
measurement for the probabilities predicted by the underlying classifiers. RF
was chosen as the classifier for the learner and implemented using Scikit-Learn3.
The RF classifier used a fixed random seed for reproducibility and comparison
purposes.

The learner was implemented using the modAL learner method, supplying
it with an RF classifier, uncertainty sampling query strategy, and the labeled
data needed to train the classifier. The RF classifier used default parameters
as hyperparameter tuning is not included in the scope of this thesis. The de-
fault implementation of the RF classifier consisted of 10 decision trees, used
gini-impurity as uncertainty metric, and considered at most a random subset of
features of size

√
N where N is the number of bits in the Morgan fingerprints.

The AL model was then trained on the labeled data using the algorithm de-
scribed in algorithm 1.

Data: Unlabeled pool U, Raw data R, Classifier C
Result: Trained model M
#Query the oracle;
let M := C;
M.QUERY(U);
foreach Query do

#Calculate the class probabilities;
let P := PROBA(U);
#select the N most uncertain samples;
let S := SELECT(P);
#add the samples to the training data;
let T := ADD(S);
#retrain the model with the new training data;
M.LEARN(T);
#remove the samples from the unlabeled data pool ;
U := REMOVE(S);
#Predict the new accuracy ;
ACC := PREDICT(R);

end
Algorithm 1: AL with uncertainty sampling

3Scikit-Learn: machine learning in python; https://scikit-learn.org
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3.5 Query-By-Committee

The committee was implemented using modAL committee method. The com-
mittee was composed of two different Scikit-Learn classifiers as classifier di-
versity has been shown to produce good results [20]. The committee used
max disagreement sampling as it was described in section 2.3.2 to select N
∈ 10, 30, 100, 300 instances to be labeled.

The first member of the committee was a modAL learner with a kNN clas-
sifier that used default parameters. The default implementation of kNN checks
five neighbors and uses Euclidean distance as the distance metric. The second
member was another learner but used an RF classifier with default parameters
and the same random seed as the one in section 3.4. Algorithm 2 shows the
implementation and training of AL with query-by-committee.

Data: Unlabeled pool U, Raw data R, Classifiers Ci
Result: Trained model M
#Assemble the committee;
let M := {C1, C2};
#Query the committee;
M.QUERY(U);
foreach Query do

#Calculate the disagreement within the committee;
let P = M.DISAGREEMENT(U);
#Select the N most uncertain samples;
let S := SELECT(P);
#add the samples to the training data;
let T := ADD(S);
#retrain the committee with the new training data;
M.LEARN(T);
#remove the samples from the unlabeled data pool ;
U := REMOVE(S);
#Predict the new accuracy ;
ACC := PREDICT(R);

end

Algorithm 2: AL with query-by-committee

3.6 Exploring other AL frameworks

Margin sampling and expected error reduction were two AL querying strategies
that were also explored and implemented using the modAL framework. How-
ever, due to time constraints, the exploration was limited to the Beta-secretase
1 data set with an initial size of 100 labels and a batch size of 10. As men-
tioned earlier, expected error reduction is computationally heavy making large
unlabeled pools sluggish to compute. However, it has been shown that using
a smaller sub-sample of the unlabeled data pool provides a good estimation of
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the expected error [21]. For this reason a random sub-sample of size 300 was
used for expected error reduction and not the entire unlabeled data pool data
set. Estimated error reduction also used 5-fold random sub-sampling instead of
10.
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Chapter 4

Results

This section contains the results of our study. First, we introduce an k-batched
AUC comparison between uncertainty sampling, expected error reduction, QBC,
margin sampling, and random sampling. Following this, the results of k-batched
uncertainty sampling and k-batched QBC are illustrated using their mean ROC-
AUC values for different initial starting sizes and k values.

4.1 Comparing Querying Strategies

(a) AUC for Beta secretase 1 (b) Accuracy for Beta secretase 1

Figure 4.1: Results for 10-batched sampling using uncertainty sampling (4.1a)
and QBC (4.1b) for five different querying strategies on the Beta secretase 1
data set.

We tested uncertainty sampling, error reduction, QBC, margin sampling, and
random sampling for the Beta secretase 1 data set. Each method used 10-
batched sampling and started with 100 initial compounds. Uncertainty sampling
(+0.14%), error reduction (+0.24%), and margin sampling (+0.15%) all ended
up having a slightly better AUC value compared to random sampling up until
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200 compounds were labeled. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1a. Beyond 200
labeled compounds, the AUC values for each method start converging, reducing
the difference between them, as seen in Figure 4.1a. In contrast to the rest of the
querying strategies, QBC did not perform noticeably better than the random
sampling at any number of labeled compounds. Both margin sampling and
uncertainty sampling had near-identical AUC values for each query iteration.

The difference in accuracy between the query strategies is however signifi-
cant. Compared to the other query strategies, both margin sampling and un-
certainty sampling result in the highest accuracy. This was consistent for every
query. Error reduction did not perform noticeably better than the random sam-
pling control except for the first three queries. QBC ended up being significantly
worse than all the strategies, including the random sampling for all 20 queries
(see fig 4.1b).

4.2 Mean ROC-AUC Values

We compare the mean AUC values for all tested k-batched sampling strategies
along with the earlier specified amounts of initial labeled data (see Chapter 3).
The mean values were used to estimate how well the AL model performs for any
data set to minimize the number of experiments needed regardless of underlying
data. The HERG data set was however not included as its result deviates heavily
from the remaining data sets. According to the research group the molecules in
HERG are difficult to separate which hurts the predictive abilities of the model
applied to that data set. Due to 10-batched sampling performing best relative
to the random samplings, only 10-batched sampling was individually plotted
for each data set. HERG can be found in Appendix A and the individual 10-
batched sampling plots can be found in B. All of the presented methods below
use 10-fold random sub-sampling as described in section 3.3.

(a) Uncertainty sampling (b) Query-by-committee

Figure 4.2: Results for 10-batched uncertainty sampling (4.2a) and QBC (4.2b)
for all data sets presented in Table 3.1 except HERG.

The mean AUC using 10-batched sampling combined with uncertainty sam-
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pling is illustrated in figure 4.2a and QBC in figure 4.2b. Starting with 50 initial
labels provides the highest net gain of AUC over the course of 20 queries for
both uncertainty sampling and QBC. For uncertainty sampling, starting with
50 initial labels outperformed 100 labels at every Qi and performed on average
0.165% better. In the case of QBC, starting with 100 initial labels outperformed
50 initial labels for all Qi with an average of 0.155%. Worth noting is that QBC
with 100 initial labels fails to outperform random sampling for the first four
queries and starts performing worse than the random sampling while Qi ≥ 5.
For uncertainty sampling, starting with 200 initial labels does not result in an
increase in performance compared to both 50 and 100. In fact, while Qi ≤ 9
starting with 100 labels performs on average 0.395% better than 200 and while
Qi ≤ 5 starting with 50 labels performs on average 0.597% better than 200.
In contrast, for QBC, starting with 200 initial labels outperformed 100 initial
labels by an average of 0.47% and 50 initial labels by 0.508% . Starting with
500 initial labels provides the overall highest AUC for all Qi ≥ 3 for uncertainty
sampling. For QBC, starting with a larger amount of initial labels resulted in a
higher AUC score for all Qi than any previous amount of initial starting labels.

Comparatively, when using 10-batched sampling the mean AUC for uncer-
tainty sampling outperformed QBC at most iterations as seen in figures C.1a,
C.1b, C.1c and C.1d. When starting with 50 initial labels, uncertainty sampling
performs better than QBC for all Qi. For 100, 200, and 500 initial starting la-
bels however QBC performed better in the earlier iterations. More specifically
we see the following: for 100 initial labels, QBC was better while Qi ≤ 1. For
200 initial labels, QBC was better while Qi ≤ 3, and for 500 initial labels QBC
was better while Q1 ≤ 6.

(c) Uncertainty sampling (d) Query-by-committee

Figure 4.2: Results for 30-batched sampling using uncertainty sampling (4.2c)
and QBC (4.2d) for all data sets presented in Table 3.1 except HERG.

The mean AUC using 30-batched sampling combined with uncertainty sam-
pling is illustrated in figure 4.2c and QBC in figure 4.2d. Starting with 50 initial
labels provides the highest net gain of AUC over the course of 20 queries for
both uncertainty sampling and QBC. For uncertainty sampling, starting with
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50 initial labels results in an average performance increase of 0.0164% compared
to 100 labels. In fact, for all of the different initial starting labels in 4.2c there
is only a small difference in the AUC. Starting with 100 initial labels performed
on average 0.175% better than 200 labels. Starting with 200 labels performed
on average 0.252% better than starting with 500 labels.

For QBC, only 200 and 500 initial labels performed better than random
sampling. More specifically, 200 initial labels performed better while Qi ≤ 10
and 500 initial labels performed better while Qi ≤ 8. Another interesting thing
to note about QBC is that just like in 10-batched sampling, starting with a larger
amount of initial labels resulted in a higher AUC score for all Qi compared to
any previous amount of initial starting labels. We saw that starting with 100
initial labels provided an average performance increase of 0.38% compared to
50 labels, 200 initial labels provided an average increase of 0.4625% compared
to 100 labels and 500 initial labels provided an average increase of 0.0024%
compared to 200 labels. For uncertainty sampling, starting with 500 initial
labels ended up providing the highest AUC value once Qi ≥ 9. For QBC,
starting with 500 initial labels provided the highest AUC values for all Qi.

Comparatively, when using 30-batched sampling the mean AUC for uncer-
tainty sampling outperformed QBC at most iterations as seen in figures C.2a,
C.2b, (C.2c) and C.2d. For 50 initial labels, uncertainty sampling had the higher
AUC score for all Qi. When starting with 100 or 200 initial labels, however,
QBC performed better than uncertainty sampling when Qi = 0. For 500 ini-
tial labels, QBC had a better performance for all Qi ≤ 3. With that said,
uncertainty sampling had the higher AUC score for all the remaining Qi.

(a) Uncertainty sampling (b) Query-by-commitee

Figure 4.3: Results for 100-batched sampling using uncertainty sampling (4.3a)
and QBC (4.3b) for all data sets presented in Table 3.1 except HERG.

The mean AUC using 100-batched sampling combined with uncertainty sam-
pling is illustrated in figure 4.3a and QBC in figure 4.3b. Starting with 50 initial
labels provides the highest net gain of AUC over the course of 20 queries for
both uncertainty sampling and QBC. For uncertainty sampling, the first query
when using 50 initial labels scores a lower AUC than the random sampling,
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however for the remaining queries it scores better. It’s interesting to note that
for uncertainty sampling, starting with 50 initial labels performs worse than 100
initial labels for the first time. We see that starting with 100 labels performs
on average 0.261% better than 50 labels. Starting with 200 labels performs on
average 0.033% better than starting with 100 label. Starting with 500 labels
performs on average 0.076% better than starting with 200 labels. 100, 200 , and
500 initial labels also performed better than the control for all Qi.

For QBC however, starting with 50 or 100 initial labels performed worse than
random sampling for all queries except Qi = 0. Starting with 200 on the other
hand gave a better performance than the random control for all Qi ≤ 3, with the
remaining queries performing worse. The only number of initial starting labels
that performed better than random sampling was 500 initial labels that provided
a higher AUC value compared to the control for all Qi ≥ 0. Starting with 100
initial labels was not significantly better than starting with 50, providing only
an average performance increase of 0.072%. The performance increased slightly
between 200 initial labels and 100 with an average of 0.299%. 500 initial labels
performed 0.6% better than 200 labels on average.

Comparatively, when using 100-batched sampling the mean AUC for uncer-
tainty sampling outperformed QBC at most iterations as seen in Figures C.3a,
C.3b, C.3c and C.3d. What is interesting to note is that QBC outperformed
uncertainty sampling on Qi = 0 no matter the number of initial labels. Fur-
thermore, QBC managed to perform better than uncertainty sampling for all
Qi ≤ 3 when starting with 500 initial labels.

(c) Uncertainty sampling (d) Query-by-commitee

Figure 4.3: Results for 300-batched sampling using uncertainty sampling (4.3c)
and QBC (4.3d) for all data sets presented in Table 3.1 except HERG.

The mean AUC using 300-batched sampling combined with uncertainty sam-
pling is illustrated in Figure 4.3c and QBC in Figure 4.2d. Starting with 50 ini-
tial labels provides the highest net gain of AUC over the course of 20 queries for
both uncertainty sampling and QBC. For uncertainty sampling, starting with
50, 100 or 200 initial labels performed worse than the control for the first few
queries, only performing on par or better from Qi ≥ 3. Only 500 initial labels
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performed better than the random sampling for all Qi. The relative perfor-
mance of the different initial label sizes was also close. Starting with 100 initial
labels resulted in a performance increase of 0.12% over 50 initial labels. An
even lower difference was seen when starting with 200 initial labels which had
an average increase of 0.085% compared to 100 labels. Starting with 500 initial
labels also did not provide much difference scoring 0.0375% better on average.

QBC on the other hand performed worse than random sampling for all Qi ≥
1, regardless of the number of initial labels. Compared to previous k-batched
samplings, we note that increasing the initial label sizes doesn’t necessarily
mean it outperforms any previous initial label sizes. For example, starting with
50 labels outperforms 100 labels by a small amount for the first time with an
average of 0.0682%. Starting with 100 initial labels is barely outperformed
by 200 labels, with an average increase of just 0.0504% for Qi ≥ 3. Such a
minuscule increase was also noted between 500 and 200 initial labels, with 500
performing just 0.074% better on average for all Qi ≥ 1.

Comparatively, when using 300-batched sampling the mean AUC for uncer-
tainty sampling outperformed QBC at most iterations as seen in Figures C.4a,
C.4b, C.4c and C.4d. QBC consistently outperformed uncertainty sampling on
Qi ≤ 1 for 50 initial labels. For 100 and 200 initial labels, only Qi = 0 out-
performed uncertainty sampling with 500 initial labels performing worse than
uncertainty sampling for every Qi.

4.3 Batch Size Effect on AUC

An interesting find is that the size of the batch in k-batched sampling negatively
effects the expected learning curve of the model which in turn impacts the AUC.
This goes for both QBC and uncertainty sampling. Taking uncertainty sampling
as an example, an AUC of over 96% was obtained by 10-batched sampling at
300 labeled compounds when starting with 100 initial labels. In contrast, for
uncertainty sampling using the same 100 initial labels, an AUC of 96% required
360 labeled compounds for 30-batched sampling, roughly 400 for 100-batched
sampling and 600 for 300-batched sampling. This distinction is clearest for 10-
batched sampling with 100- and 300-batched sampling harder to differentiate.
10-batched sampling also performs the best relative to its control for both QBC
and uncertainty sampling.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

Comparing the different querying strategies on the Beta secretase 1 data set
showed that all strategies have near-identical AUC (see fig 4.1a) values with
error reduction performing slightly better than the rest. This increase in per-
formance is most likely attributed to the fact that it used 5-fold random sub-
sampling instead of 10-fold random sub-sampling. When using accuracy as a
metric, however, both uncertainty sampling and margin sampling achieved bet-
ter accuracy than the rest. This is interesting because uncertainty sampling is
prone to select outliers which negatively impacts the learning model, and even
though margin sampling attempts to remedy this, expected error is the only
method that tries to minimize the future error directly and has been shown to
outperform both uncertainty sampling and random sampling when performing
binary classification on text [21]. One reason why it does not yield as high ac-
curacy as margin and uncertainty sampling could be that the sub-sampling of
the unlabeled data pool is too small, the native modAL implementation of the
error reduction algorithm is not appropriate for morgan fingerprints, or that the
underlying data sets are simply not suitable for error reduction.

QBC on the other hand performed the worst out of the five different strate-
gies in terms of accuracy. One possible explanation for this would be that QBC
has a high false-negative or low true negative count which could originate from
the selection of a completely untuned kNN as a committee member. Some
tuning would most likely mitigate this as kNN has been shown to greatly ben-
efit from feature selection when used in QSAR models [22, 23], substantially
increasing its correct classification rate.

As noted in the results, uncertainty sampling scored a higher AUC value
than QBC for all the different batch sizes except for some of the early queries
where QBC initially had a higher AUC value, especially for 10-batched sampling
as seen in figures C.1b, C.1c, C.1d. This suggests that QBC performs better
than uncertainty sampling when there are small amounts of data, but that
the maximum disagreement strategy fails to select as informative samples as
uncertainty sampling does, resulting in worse AUC over time. This could likely
be attributed to the lack of tuning of the kNN classifier, or the fact the kNN
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is not a good choice for this task. For both uncertainty sampling and QBC
however, smaller batch sizes performed better when compared with the random
sampling. One possible reason for this is that picking the top k samples in
k-batched sampling often results in picking data that are alike, resulting in
not much new information [11]. Instead, adding some kind of diversity to the
sampling strategy might provide better results for larger k values.

Even though 10-batched sampling performed best when compared with ran-
dom sampling, it is not very cost-efficient. For example, in Figure 4.2a, it takes
7 queries for 50 initial starting labels to reach 94% AUC while it only takes two
queries for 50 initial starting labels in Figure 4.3a, effectively reducing the num-
ber of experiments needed by roughly 72%. In other words there seems to be a
trade-off between model efficiency and real-world applicability. Assuming that
the query is the most expensive part of the AL process, querying 10 samples at
a time could end up being too expensive and time-consuming. This could po-
tentially be mitigated slightly by choosing an appropriate querying strategy, for
example, QBC often performed better than uncertainty sampling for the first
couple of queries when using 10-batched sampling, however, this performance
increase might not be enough. Instead, comparing the plots in Figure 4.3c and
Figure 4.3a where we use a larger batch size, we see that the number of queries
needed to achieve a certain AUC value is greatly decreased by the size of the
batch. For this reason, if there is little data available, e.g 50 initial labels to train
on, it makes sense from a cost perspective to use 100 or 300-batched sampling,
but for large batch sizes, e.g 300-batched sampling, there is not much benefit of
using any of the methods presented here compared to random selection.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future
Work

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis examines the effectiveness of active learning in combination with
k-batched sampling and different querying strategies in reducing the number
of biological experiments needed when determining the biological activity of
compounds. The two querying strategies primarily examined are query-by-
committee and uncertainty sampling. Expected error reduction and margin
sampling were also investigated, but to a lesser extent on only Beta secretase
1 data set. For each strategy, different amounts of initial labels were tested.
It was concluded that uncertainty sampling performed slightly better than
query-by-committee on average for all the tested data sets. However, query-
by-committee would occasionally perform better than uncertainty sampling for
very early queries. It was also found that it is possible to reduce the number of
experiments needed by utilizing large batches of data. This however negatively
impacted uncertainty sampling and query-by-committee, reducing their overall
efficacy. This leads to the conclusion that given enough resources, utilizing the
proposed models in this thesis, it is preferable to start with low amounts of initial
data and conduct as many experiments as possible, with as few compounds as
possible per experiment. However, if resources are limited, using larger batches
can effectively reduce the number of experiments needed, especially when the
initial data is limited.

6.2 Future work

Lots of experiments and methods have been left for the future due to time
constraints. For example, expected error reduction was extremely slow resulting
in it not being tested under optimal conditions. Some things that should be
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explored further would be optimizing kNN as a committee member for QBC or
trying out another set of committee members.

The diminishing return of the performance using larger k values for k-
batched sampling also presented a problem that went unresolved.

Diversifying the sampling strategy to select the most informative samples
rather than the k most uncertain samples should be pursued further, perhaps by
selecting only the most uncertain sample and then experimenting with different
types of clustering for the remaining k − 1 samples or optimizing the expected
error reduction sampling strategy.

It would also be interesting to change the ratio of the training data to better
represent reality. For example, when investigating the activity for biological
compounds there is often a small number of known ligands. For this reason,
it would be interesting to use an imbalanced data set and then estimate its
performance with other metrics more appropriate for imbalanced data, such as
the F1 score or the precision-recall curve [8].
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Appendix A

AUC Data for HERG

(a) HERG: US mean AUC (b) HERG: QBC mean AUC

(c) HERG: US mean AUC (d) HERG: QBC mean AUC

Figure A.1: Illustration of the mean AUC for the HERG data set using UC and
QBC as querying strategies. Figure A.1a and A.1b each use a batch of size 10
for each query. Figure A.1c and A.1d use a batch of size 30
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(a) HERG: US mean AUC (b) HERG: QBC mean AUC

(c) HERG: US mean AUC (d) HERG: QBC mean AUC

Figure A.2: Illustration of the mean AUC for the HERG data set using UC and
QBC as querying strategies. Figure A.1a and A.1b each use a batch of size 100
for each query. Figure A.1c and A.1d use a batch of size 300
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Appendix B

Individual AUC for
10-batched sampling

(a) Beta: Uncertainty Sampling (b) Beta: Query-by-Committee

Figure B.1: Illustration of the AUC for the Beta-secretase 1 data set with
different amounts of initial training data. Figure A.1a uses uncertainty sampling
andA.1b uses query-by-committee. A batch size of 10 was used for both query
strategies.
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(a) CB2: Uncertainty Sampling (b) CB2: Query-by-Committee

Figure B.2: Illustration of the AUC for the CB2 (Canabinoid CB2 receptor) data
set with different amounts of initial training data. Figure A.1a uses uncertainty
sampling andA.1b uses query-by-committee. A batch size of 10 was used for
both query strategies.

(a) Dopamine: Uncertainty Sampling (b) Dopamine: Query-by-Committee

Figure B.3: Illustration of the AUC for the Dopamine 2 receptor data set with
different amounts of initial training data. Figure A.1a uses uncertainty sampling
andA.1b uses query-by-committee. A batch size of 10 was used for both query
strategies.
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(a) Factor X: Uncertainty Sampling (b) Factor X: Query-by-Committee

Figure B.4: Illustration of the AUC for the Coagulation factor X data set with
different amounts of initial training data. Figure A.1a uses uncertainty sampling
andA.1b uses query-by-committee. A batch size of 10 was used for both query
strategies.

(a) CA II: Uncertainty Sampling (b) CA II: Query-by-Committee

Figure B.5: Illustration of the AUC for the CA II (Carbonic anhydrase II) 1 data
set with different amounts of initial training data. Figure A.1a uses uncertainty
sampling andA.1b uses query-by-committee. A batch size of 10 was used for
both query strategies.
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(a) EGFR: Uncertainty Sampling (b) EGFR: Query-by-Committee

Figure B.6: Illustration of the AUC for the EGFR (Epidermal growth factor
receptor) data set with different amounts of initial training data. Figure A.1a
uses uncertainty sampling andA.1b uses query-by-committee. A batch size of
10 was used for both query strategies.

(a) SCN9A: Uncertainty Sampling (b) SCN9A: Query-by-Committee

Figure B.7: Illustration of the AUC for the SCN9A (Sodium channel protein
type 9 subunit) data set with different amounts of initial training data. Figure
A.1a uses uncertainty sampling andA.1b uses query-by-committee. A batch size
of 10 was used for both query strategies.
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(a) JAK2: Uncertainty Sampling (b) JAK2: Query-by-Committee

Figure B.8: Illustration of the AUC for the JAK2 (Janus kinase 2) data set
with different amounts of initial training data. Figure A.1a uses uncertainty
sampling andA.1b uses query-by-committee. A batch size of 10 was used for
both query strategies.

(a) VEGFR2: Uncertainty Sampling (b) VEGFR2: Query-by-Committee

Figure B.9: Illustration of the AUC for the VEGFR2 (Vascular endothelial
growth factor receptor 2) data set with different amounts of initial training
data. Figure A.1a uses uncertainty sampling andA.1b uses query-by-committee.
A batch size of 10 was used for both query strategies.
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Appendix C

Comparing QBC and
Uncertainty sampling

(a) 50 initial labels (b) 100 initial labels

(c) 200 initial labels (d) 500 initial labels

Figure C.1: Comparison of the mean AUC values for 10-batched uncertainty
sampling, QBC and random sampling. Each subplot represents 50, 100, 200 or
500 initial starting labels.
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(a) 50 initial labels (b) 100 initial labels

(c) 200 initial labels (d) 500 initial labels

Figure C.2: Comparison of the mean AUC values for 30-batched uncertainty
sampling, QBC and random sampling. Each subplot represents 50, 100, 200 or
500 initial starting labels.
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(a) 50 initial labels (b) 100 initial labels

(c) 200 initial labels (d) 500 initial labels

Figure C.3: Comparison of the mean AUC values for 100-batched uncertainty
sampling, QBC and random sampling. Each subplot represents 50, 100, 200 or
500 initial starting labels.
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(a) 50 initial labels (b) 100 initial labels

(c) 200 initial labels (d) 500 initial labels

Figure C.4: Comparison of the mean AUC values for 300-batched uncertainty
sampling, QBC and random sampling. Each subplot represents 50, 100, 200 or
500 initial starting labels.
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